
It all started when Amazon (re)launched
Amazon Web Services back in 2006 with an
initial offering of only 3 services (storage,
compute, queues). At that moment, nobody
could predict it would grow as big and as fast
as it has. As of 2020, AWS offers over 175
services from data centers globally, serves 245
countries and territories, and has notable
customers such as NASA, Netflix, Uber and
Lyft. Owning 32% of the market, AWS clearly is
the market leader (as it always has been).
But what makes AWS so good to use? Let’s see
a few reasons:
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favourite Cloud

Currently, AWS offers over 175 services which
are spread across different categories such as:
compute, storage, databases, analytics, etc. Do
you want to run thousands of containers,
deploy a highly available serverless application,
build a game? Whatever you need, AWS will
most likely have something to offer not only to
your IT department but for others like Legal
and Finance too.
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Innovation
AWS itself was a huge innovation at the
moment of its creation and even though there’s
now a list of important competitors, AWS
continues to innovate year after year adding
new services or features to existing ones more
than any other cloud provider does.

AWS moves and innovates at a really fast pace;
they are constantly seeking customers’
feedback and that’s precisely where most of
their new features and services come from. In
the words of one of the biggest AWS’
customers “they (AWS) are often months, if not
years, ahead of the game”.

Catalog

Security

One of the main concerns for companies
moving to the cloud is definitely security. Many
people start asking things like: “Where is my
data stored?”, “is my data visible to others?”,
“is my private virtual network, really private?”. 



AWS offers a pay-as-you-go approach,
meaning, you pay for what you consume. At
the same time, it provides to its costumers
different solutions to monitor and optimize
their spending. Also, there is a “free tier”
which you can use to start gaining experience
and building small or simple apps without
paying a cent (depending on the service you
use).

Cost

Scalability

Scalability in simple words means the ability
to increase or decrease resources as needed.
In 2019, Gartner published a report where
they estimated “AWS has more than ten times
the computing capacity of the next 14 largest
infrastructure vendors combined”. Currently,
there are 24 AWS Regions, each composed of
many datacenters around the globe; that’s 2x
more regions than the second largest cloud
provider. So, you can be sure, whatever your
company’s size is, AWS’ global infrastructure
can handle your requirements scaling up or
down when you need it.

Conclusion

Once again, AWS has been named as a Cloud
Leader in Gartner’s Cloud Infrastructure &
Platform Services Magic Quadrant, and has
been placed highest in “Ability to execute” and
furthest in “Completeness of Vision”. In simple
words what this means is that AWS is the best
at executing their vision, and they are better
prepared for tomorrow’s challenges.

So, whether you’re a small startup or a big
company, AWS might be what you’re looking
for.

I won’t answer these questions in this article,
but be assured AWS has done a great a job
managing the security of the cloud and
provides customers with different resources
(whitepapers, blogs, etc.) where they discuss
about security mechanisms they have
implemented in their infrastructure,
compliance with different programs and
frameworks, anyway, all you, your security
team, and auditors need to know.


